Below are some quotes from various sources that I have
found over time that really set me off in one way or another.
Sources are listed above each quote in [ ].
Enjoy!!
[Bill Hunt : The Digital Bits - on 'Galactica 1980' getting a DVD release]
"Somewhere out there, probably waiting to sign autographs at some sci-fi convention, Herb
Jefferson, Jr. is smiling today. You go, Boomer."
[AnimeonDVD.com forums]
"If watching a 12 year old girl unload a FN P90 on full auto with a 50 round clip does not give
you hope for the future, then you may be lost to the human race."
[Robotech Shadow Chronicles from Anime News Network.com]
"It's inconsequential and forgettable; a Robotech-flavored nutrition bar where one might expect a
meal."
[GitS SAC 2nd GIG Ep. 17]
Chay: Sister, you mind if I ask you one question?
Motoko:

What is it?

Chay: When you're full prosthetic, can you have sex?
Motoko:

You care to find out?

[AnimeonDVD.com forums]
Maybe it's just the places I hang out in, where mentioning that you buy DVD's, or liking a certain
show can get you taken down faster then a Muslim teenager with a heavy jacket boarding a delta
flight to DC.
[AnimeonDVD.com]
......where you don't have big breasted American female characters fondling others, wannabe
samurai girls beating people up or other such oddities like flying turtles

[AnimeonDVD.com forums]
Yeah, it definitely was R.O.D TV for me...the show was like
plotplotplotplotplotplotplotplotplotBOOBIESsirens went off and it just seemed so.....wrong and
out of place
[AnimeonDVD.com forums]
Like I've said, I love the "ugly" designs of Air Master. It's like a total slap in the face to all the
otaku fanservice fanboys who wanted sexy fighters, and instead got butch lesbian panty shots
and annoying as hell big breasted lesbians. So tongue-in-cheek.
[AnimeonDVD.com forums]
Any fanservice-heavy 'fighting school' anime - like Ikki-Tosen or Tenjho-Tenge. I have a hard
enough time explaining to people that Azumanga Daioh isnt highschool-tentacle-porn,
explaining Ikki-Tosen would just be impossible. That and those kinda shows make me feel like a
pedo.
[AnimeonDVD.com forums]
Why is it that the the vast majority of time you come into a discussion thread, it's not to actually
discuss anything but rather to go on about your extreme hangups over perceived lolicon and
pedophilia?
"Yes, you're a pedo, you're dangerous to children, lock yourself away and burn your IchiMashi
DVDs." Is that what you want to be told? Do you think that is true? If not, stop worrying about it
and just enjoy the shows for what they are.
[Opening to English version of MegaZone 23]
“The people living on the space station believe that they are on Earth and are enjoying one of the
most comfortable eras of human history……………. the 1980’s.”

